We don't have it yet. But as soon as one reader breaks the code and lets us know, you'll all know. So get friendly with an operator, apply for a credit card, or check your local underground paper. When you've got it, send it in. You are the source of our information.

Yipl readers! We are being attacked! The U.S. Government is undermining our correspondence, and stealing your money. This is happening all the way down the line to the postmen who look through your mail before they decide to deliver it to you or not. Don't mail letters to YIPL with your local mailman. Drop them in a mailbox. Only send checks to YIPL, not cash. And most of all, place your stamps 1 1/2 inches lower on the envelope. And don't forget the zip code. We can't allow them to have an excuse for confiscating our mail.

As long as this communications gap exists, we have to ask you to help. If your YIPL gets through, Xerox it and distribute it at head shops, clothing stores, colleges, riots, conventions, to friends, hitchers, schools. This is vital for reaching the masses whom the Government fears. One reader suggested labels that stick to phones, subway doors, etc., that have useful information about freebies.

Happy New Year to all our friends, especially the New York Tel. Co. striking workers.
1972 will provide fun for many yippies in San Diego this summer. See you there.

YIPPIES: In case you're bored one night, call Miss Weston (collect) and tell her you would like to join Diners Club. 212-245-1500.

Back issues are 50¢ each.
1. Installing extensions.
2. Blue Box Story.
3. Telecommand (story)
4. Pay phone issue
5. Organ plans (1)
6. Organ plans (11)
Dear YIPL,

My name is presently present. I am being held prisoner by Monroe State Reformatory, hopefully not for very long. At any rate, I am on appeal, and I hope to be released soon. I have been trying to send you some back issues, but I have no sales slips, so I cannot confirm anything you want to exchange for. Also, I have no cash, so I cannot send any. If it is possible to send me any wack issues, I would appreciate it. I can dig up the stamped envelopes I have left, and I'm pretty broke right now. Also, if you would like to return this letter, I would be happy to help you with.

Sincerely,

[Address]

Dear Abby Hoffman,

I have been held prisoner by Monroe State Reformatory for several months now. I was wondering if it would be possible to send me any back issues. I hope to be released soon, and I would be happy to help you with.

Sincerely,

[Address]

Abby Hoffman

---

Dear Sir:

I have a problem which I might be able to help with. The series of events went like this:

1. A friend gave me a phone credit card number and said it was 0.4 to use.
2. I used it for about 3 months, making some person to person calls (the friend who gave it to me said to keep the costs down that way).
3. On Nov. 15, Ohio Bell called my friends and caused them into saying that I was the person who called them from this area.
4. The next day the phone company called me and explained that the card was invalid. They then said that I should pay for the calls. When I declined, they said I would forward the matter to their securities dept.

If you could, please advise me on what to do, since I don't want to pay for all those calls. B.C., Painesville, Ohio.

- Try this: Contact your friends and tell them to change their story if the phone company calls them again. They should say that "many people use this phone operator" and they wish they could help but they can't. When the phone company contacts you again, do the charges. By the way, don't use a credit card no. for more than a month, or call friends who will buckle under a threat that the phone company will not carry through.

Sincerely,

[Address]

Dear Sir:

[Address]

---

YIPL-For 25¢ you can get a copy of YIPL For 25¢ you can get a copy of The Daily Block also known as the Leader Denver Colorado Pornography cide & Rape the Earth, with a special telephone section by HANG UP, A GLOBAL COMMITTEE TO STOP AT&T. Address is 2121 21st Street, Boulder, Colorado. 90062. It has a nice spirit.

---

I have one little idea, that I remember from way back, and so it is very possible that you may already know it. If you fear about a half inch wide strip from the telephone book, in a pay box, and tear it so you have a half inch by ten inch strip of cardboard, you then take it and slip it down the quarter slot in the phone, and just drop a penny down the slot and pull the cardboard from the phone, but do it very slowly, and you might try even jiggling it a bit when you do it, once you get the hang of it. It is easier than shit, and you can call long distance the same way, when the operator asks you to put the money in, just drop in your penny into the nickel slot, wiggle the cardboard in the quarter slot, and it rings up the bread. It might sound like a big hassle, but it really isn't at all. Well, guess I will close now, thanks again. I really like issues of YIPL and think that something of this sort should have come out ages ago, especially when I was on the streets, I could have dug getting in to it then. Also, if you can, will you send me some #14 brass washers or an address where I can send for some? I can't seem to find anything you want to exchange for it. I have no sales receipts to mail to you, so I can't find anything you want to exchange for. I have no sales receipts to mail to you, so I can't find anything you want to exchange for. It's really a rush!

Sincerely,

[Address]
Tuning Your Organ

Probably one of the hardest parts of constructing our toy organ is finding a tuning method. One proven method is to use an electric organ. However, many of these are unstable and may have drifted. The Hammond B3 or C3 is a good instrument to use. With the highest drawbar pulled out only, the following notes, starting with the low F, closely agree with the frequencies specified.

A better idea is, of course, to use an accurate signal generator. If the generator is off, you can calibrate it by using A = 880 Hz. Or, Ma Bell herself can help you. A touch tone phone operates very accurately with each row and column having a single frequency. To get 697 Hz, simply press any two buttons on the top row.

<p>| | | | | | | |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

To tune a signal generator with a touch-tone phone, connect the generator output to the two microphone terminals in the phone handset, press 1 and 2, and tune generator until "beats" stop. Generator is now putting out 697.

Several YIPLs have written us that the original oscillator schematic has unnecessary parts for temperature stability. We have found that best results necessitate these parts because pay phones are often in cold parts, and one would not want to call a friend long distance just to play him an out-of-tune organ, now would we?

Published for informational purposes only by Youth Hot Line Reports, Inc.

For those of you who are interested in obtaining the original information on boxing, the Bell System Technical Journal, in 1960 or in 1961, put out an article called Multifrequency signaling systems. You might find it in an engineering library, if Bell doesn't find it first. We would appreciate it if an astute YIPLer would go there armed with a razor blade, and after liberating the article, send it to us for publication. We will return it to her/him.

A subscription to YIPL costs $4/yr. if you got.

TAP Room 418, 152 W. 42 St., N.Y., N.Y. 10036